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Willing to relocate 
 
 

Summary     

2 years experience writing full stack applications primarily written in Javascript. Highly skilled in 
React and Node with a focus on writing clean, maintainable, and scalable code. Adept in creating 
reusable React Components that create a clean frontend architecture. Excellent eye for 
transforming designs into pixel perfect functional applications. Strong ability in implementing 
core backend development tasks including 3rd party integration, REST API development and 
deployment. Proficient in adapting to new codebases and learning swiftly. 

Professional Experience 

DYODE/ Front End Engineer - Remote | 3.2020 - Current 
➢ Maintained high productivity, and consistently delivered on time results while working on 

multiple projects at the same time.  
➢ Worked in a remote agile team while and maintained clear and concise communication with all 

team members. 
➢ Wrote and quickly delivered full sites for clients that have over 10,000 users while maintaining 

industry best practices and standards. 
 
Freelancer/ Full Stack Engineer - Remote | 5.2019 - Current  
➢ Delivered full stack development projects for clients, consistently on time. 
➢ Consistently kept track of learning new technologies while maintaining existing knowledge of 

relevant technologies and standards. 
➢ Created various applications for clients that utilized modern technology such as React, React 

Native, AWS, and GraphQL. 
 
Dananza/ Full Stack Engineer - Remote | 11.2019 - 3.2020 
➢ Worked with an agile remote team maintaining consistent communication with all team 

members including the CEO. 
➢ Introduced a git workflow to the development team that has increased communication and 

efficiency across all teams. 
➢ Implemented pixel perfect front-end UI based on Figma designs. 
➢ Wrote scalable and reusable React components for consistent styles, design, and functionality. 
➢ Wrote backend features that allowed tracking user activity and events.  
➢ Consistently delivered on time ticket resolutions aiding in Dananza’s rapid growth. 
Thinkful Engineering Bootcamp/ Full Stack Engineer Apprentice - Remote | 11.2018 - 05.2019 

➢ Used schematic diagrams to plan work, such as wire frames.  

➢ Upheld  industry best practices and practical software development standards with a focus on 
HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, jQuery, Node.js, React, Redux, and algorithms & data structures.  

➢ Created and deployed mobile-first applications while learning new languages and frameworks 
by collaborating several hours every week with a senior web developer. 

Pattern Bar/ Bartender - Los Angeles, CA | 10.2017 - Current 
➢ Delivered exceptional customer service and maintained excellent customer relations while 

working in a highly stressful environment. 
Mobile Security Solutions/ Intern - Los Angeles, CA | 07.2018 - 10.2018  

➢ Collaborated in building a React Native app that used facial recognition as its key level of 
functionality.  

➢ Reviewed existing code on company websites and corrected malfunctioning code.  

➢ Established open and professional relationships with team members which facilitated 
communication, quickly resolving issues and conflicts. 

 

  SKILLS 
 
Languages: 
Javascript (es6+), 

Python3 

Front-End : 
Vanilla Javascript,  

 jQuery 

React,  React Native, 

Redux, Enzyme, Jest,  

HTML5, CSS3, CSS Grid, 

Flexbox 

GraphQL 

Back-End:  

Node.js, Express,  

MongoDB, 

PostgreSQL,   

Mongoose, Knexjs, 

Mocha/Chai, 

Passport, 

Flask, Python,  

REST APIs, GraphQL 

Dev Tools:  

Git /GitHub, Gitlab,  

Chrome DevTools,  

Heroku, Netlify,  

Travis CI  
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